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DAV and Bamboo
Gardens

Our speaker in October will be
Jeanie Nelson, a Department
Service Officer with the Disabled
Veterans of America (DAV). She
was born and raised in Anaconda,
Montana. Her association with the
military started in 1989, when she
was hired by the Navy as a recruiter
for the reserves in Spokane, Seattle,
and Rock Island. She came to the
Tri Cities in 1995 and worked for
the Muscular Dystrophy
Association, then for Worksource,
Washington State's official career
and employment site, in the
Disabled Veterans Outreach
Program. She also worked for the
National Guard as an employment
coach. She retired in 2011.

She began working with the
DAV in 2004. The DAV is dedicated
to a single purpose: empowering
veterans to lead high-quality lives
with respect and dignity. They
accomplish this by ensuring that
veterans and their families can
access the full range of benefits
available to them; fighting for the
interests of America's injured heroes
on Capitol Hill; and educating the
public about the great sacrifices and
needs of veterans transitioning back
to civilian life.

The October meeting will be at
the Bamboo Gardens, home of
many enjoyable meetings for the
chapter. Several of us will be

traveling in October, so please send
your reservations to Paul Seipt.

Hq MOAA sends . . .
COLA
The Consumer Price Index

dipped 0.2 percent in August and
now stands 1.6 percent above the
FY2014 COLA baseline. The July,
August, and September CPIs will be
used to calculate the 2015 COLA.
MOAA predicts the 2015 COLA to
fall somewhere between 1.6 and 1.8
percent. Information for the
Consumer Price Index for the month
of September is scheduled to be
released on October 22.

Medicare Advantage Plans
As a Medicare/Tricare for Life

(TFL) enrollee, what happens if you
are notified your doctors no longer
accept Medicare coverage?

You can can try to find a doctor
who does take Medicare, or your
doctor may offer the option of
enrolling in a Medicare Advantage
plan.

Medicare Advantage plans are
provided by private health insurance
companies and replace Parts A and
B. Medicare requires that the
Advantage plans be as good as, if
not better than, the original Medicare
Parts A and B. Only hospice is not
covered by the Advantage plans but
original Medicare continues to cover
this for Advantage plan members.

Medicare Advantage plans work
with Tricare for Life benefits as your
Medicare Parts A and B. However,



October Meeting
Tuesday, October 21, 2014

Reservations by
Thursday, Oct 16
to
Paul Seipt
375-5115
pama227@frontier.com

Bamboo Gardens
8021 W. Grandridge Blvd
Kennewick

Social hour at 6:30
Dinner at 7:00
$22.50 per person

A reservation made
is a reservation paid.

Menu
Egg rolls
Won ton soup
Stir-fried mixed vegetables
Snow peas with chicken
Sweet and sour chicken
Broccoli beef
Pork fried rice
Beverages

coordination between TFL and an
Advantage plan may not be as
smooth.

The premium amount of the
Advantage plans can vary but many
use your Part B premium amount as
their monthly premium cost. Some
plans’ premiums cost more than the
Part B premium however for the
extra cost they usually provide extra
benefits. Advantage plans can
provide extra insurance in the form
of dental, vision, hearing, or health
and wellness coverage. Your
Advantage plan may have other
costs beyond the premium so stay
alert when shopping.

You must comparison shop to
purchase an Advantage plan, and
availability varies by locale. The
Advantage plan web site
(www.medicare.gov/find-a-plan)
allows you to customize the features
and cost. You may find some added
features worth the extra cost.
Medicare supplement insurance
(Medigap) cannot be used with an
Advantage plan—this shouldn’t be
an issue for TFL users.

Beware, many plans provide
automatic drug coverage. As TFL
members, you probably won’t want
drug coverage. Your Tricare
pharmacy benefits are better and
because extra drug coverage has to
pay first, you may find yourself
filing manual claims to Express
Scripts to exercise your Tricare drug

coverage. [There are two Advantage
options available in the Tri Cities,
both include drug coverage.]

This only scratches the surface.
Note the timelines with getting in
and out of Medicare and Advantage
plans. Download the Medicare and
You 2014 handbook for details or
call 1-800-633-4227.

Windfall Elimination and
Your Social Security Benefits

Adapted from Addie Marie Beima,
Auxiliary Member Advisory Committee

If you worked for the federal
government and Social Security
taxes were not withheld from your
salary, the benefits that you receive
may be reduced. The Windfall
Elimination Provision reduces the
earned Social Security benefits of an
individual who also receives a public
pension from a job not covered by
Social Security, including the civil
service. In fact, nine out of 10
public employees affected by
government pension offsets not
only lose all of their own benefits
but also their spousal benefits even
though their spouses paid Social
Security taxes for many years. The
offsets apply to the servicemember’s
benefits as well as to those earned
by the annuitant. It is important to
consider this when planning for
retirement. Most of us think such
offsets do not apply to entitlements
earned by our spouses, so we plan
accordingly only to find out too late

incomes we depended on are not
there.

The provision aims primarily to
reduce the Social Security benefits
of individuals who receive public
pensions through the Civil Service
Retirement System, but nonprofit
organizations and other entities are
affected as well. The reduction in
Social Security benefits varies
depending on the amount the
individual contributed to non-Social
Security pensions. To calculate
retirement benefits, a worker’s
average income is separated into
three sections. For example, in 2010,
first monthly income up to $761,
second monthly income between
$761 and $5,347, and third section
above $5,347. The Social Security
Administration multiplies each
section of income by a different
factor to calculate the monthly
benefit allowing workers who earn
lower wages to collect more benefits
in retirement. The factor for the
first section is 90%, the second is
32%, and the third factor is 15%. In
my case, my government pension
was offset at a rate of $1 for every
$2 of pension I received, and,
because the offset exceeded the
benefits to which I was entitled, I
was ineligible to receive my
husband’s Social Security benefits,
which amounted to over $10,000 of
lost income a year.




